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This book discusses some of the basic
issues relating to corpus generation
and the methods normally used to
generate a corpus. Since corpus-related
research goes beyond corpus generation,
the book also addresses other major
topics connected with the use and
application of language corpora,
namely, corpus readiness in the context
of corpus sanitation and pre-editing of
corpus texts; the application of
statistical methods; and various text
processing techniques. Importantly, it
explores how corpora can be used as a
primary or secondary resource in
English language teaching, in creating
dictionaries, in word sense
disambiguation, in various language
technologies, and in other branches of
linguistics. Lastly, the book sheds
light on the status quo of corpus
generation in Indian languages and
identifies current and future needs.
Discussing various technical issues in
the field in a lucid manner, providing
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extensive new diagrams and charts for
easy comprehension, and using
simplified English, the book is an
ideal resource for non-native English
readers. Written by academics with many
years of experience teaching and
researching corpus linguistics, its
focus on Indian languages and on
English corpora makes it applicable to
graduate and postgraduate students of
applied linguistics, computational
linguistics and language processing in
South Asia and across countries where
English is spoken as a first or second
language.
This is a transnational and bilingual
investigation of the crossfertilisation of mystical religiosity
and modern poetical imagination in the
works of the Bengali poet Rabindranath
Tagore and the Irish poet W. B. Yeats.
The book demonstrates how their
commitments to transnational mysticism
deeply form and inform the modernist
literary projects of these poets as
well as their understanding of cultural
modernity. Although its primary
interest lies in their poetry and
poetics, the monograph also includes
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some of their relevant prose works.
This study begins with a close look at
and around the phase of 1912-1913, when
Yeats and Tagore met over the
collection of the latter’s English
translations of his spiritual verses,
Gitanjali, and took mutual interests in
each other’s works and cultural
significances. The monograph then
expands on both sides of that phase,
selectively covering the whole career
of the poets in its exploration of
their parallel mystic-modern culturalpoetical projects.
Proceedings of 8th ICICSE
Books: subjects; a cumulative list of
works represented by Library of
Congress printed cards
Bengali (Bangla) Practical Dictionary
Science and Education for National
Defense. 85-2
Utility and Application of Language
Corpora
Language Corpora Annotation and
Processing
DictionnairesWalter de GruyterSubject Index
of the Modern Works Added to the British
Museum LibrarySubject Index of the Modern
Works Added to the Library of the British
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Museum in the Years 1881-1900The Races of
AfghanistanBeing a Brief Account of the
Principal Nations Inhabiting that
CountrySubject Index of the Modern Works
Added to the British Museum LibraryThe Best
BooksA Reader's Guide to the Choice of the
Best Available Books (about 50,000) in Every
Department of Science, Art and Literature,
with the Dates of the First and Last
Editions, and the Price, Size and Publisher's
Name of Each BookLondon S. Sonnenschein
1891.Proceedings of International Conference
on Computational Intelligence, Data Science
and Cloud ComputingIEM-ICDC 2020Springer
Nature
This book addresses the research, analysis,
and description of the methods and processes
that are used in the annotation and
processing of language corpora in advanced,
semi-advanced, and non-advanced languages. It
provides the background information and
empirical data needed to understand the
nature and depth of problems related to
corpus annotation and text processing and
shows readers how the linguistic elements
found in texts are analyzed and applied to
develop language technology systems and
devices. As such, it offers valuable insights
for researchers, educators, and students of
linguistics and language technology.
A Reader's Guide to the Choice of the Best
Available Books (about 50,000) in Every
Department of Science, Art and Literature,
with the Dates of the First and Last
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Editions, and the Price, Size and Publisher's
Name of Each Book
A Catalogue of the Library of the Hon. EastIndia Company
The Best Books
The first (-twenty-fifth) report
Selections from the Records of the Government
of Bengal
Innovations in Computer Science and
Engineering

Annotated bibliography on India; includes periodicals.
This book presents an overview of air traffic
management and control. Chapters cover such topics
as human factors in quality control, behavioral
modeling of electric aircraft, aviation English, radar
target classification, occupational health and safety,
and terminal airspace sector capacity.
Development of Libraries and Library Science in
India
Report of the Librarian of Congress and Report of the
Superintendent of the Library Buildings and Grounds
Library of Congress Catalogs
Being a Brief Account of the Principal Nations
Inhabiting that Country
8th Workshop of the Cross-Language Evaluation
Forum, CLEF 2007, Budapest, Hungary, September
19-21, 2007, Revised Selected Papers
Proceedings of International Conference on
Computational Intelligence, Data Science and Cloud
Computing
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This book includes selected papers presented at
International Conference on Computational
Intelligence, Data Science and Cloud Computing (IEMICDC) 2020, organized by the Department of
Information Technology, Institute of Engineering &
Management, Kolkata, India, during 25-27 September
2020. It presents substantial new research findings
about AI and robotics, image processing and NLP,
cloud computing and big data analytics as well as in
cyber security, blockchain and IoT, and various allied
fields. The book serves as a reference resource for
researchers and practitioners in academia and
industry.
The most comprehensive 2-way Bengali-English
dictionary available, with over 13,000 entries.
The Races of Afghanistan
Foreign Language-English Dictionaries: General
language dictionaries
United States Congressional Serial Set
Mystic Modernity
Air Traffic Management and Control
Resources in Education
Cord blood is a significant source of
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells for
the treatment of blood and genetic disorders.
Cord blood is also an alternative to embryos
as a source of tissue for regenerative
medicine. Cells from cord blood have been
shown to transdifferentiate into
nonhematopoietic cells, including those of
the brain, heart, liver, pancreas, bone, and
cartilage, in tissue culture and in animal
systems. Recently it has been demonstrated
that both cardiac and glial cell
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differentiation of cord blood donor cells
occurred in recipients of unrelated donor
cord blood transplantation as part of a
treatment regime for Krabbe disease and
Sanfilippo syndrome. These observations raise
the possibility that cord blood may serve as
a source of cells to facilitate tissue repair
and regeneration in the future. CD34 stem
cell-rich umbilical cord whole blood
transfusion has the potential to have an
immediate benefit of better tissue
oxygenation with an additional delayed
benefit of possible engraftment of umbilical
cord stem cells.
Relocating Modern Science challenges the
belief that modern science was created
uniquely in the West and was subsequently
diffused elsewhere. Through a detailed
analysis of key moments in the history of
science, it demonstrates the crucial roles of
circulation and intercultural encounter for
their emergence.
A Dictionary English and Telugu
A Catalogue of Books, Arranged in Classes
Advances in Multilingual and Multimodal
Information Retrieval
A Cumulative List of Works Represented by
Library of Congress Printed Cards. Books:
subjects
Dictionnaires
Explaining the English Idioms and Phrases in
Telugu

The author charts the rise of Bauls to their present
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iconic status as minstrels and mystics.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed
proceedings of the 8th Workshop of the Cross-Language
Evaluation Forum, CLEF 2007, held in Budapest,
Hungary, September 2007. The revised and extended
papers were carefully reviewed and selected for
inclusion in the book. There are 115 contributions in
total and an introduction. The seven distrinct evaluation
tracks in CLEF 2007, are designed to test the
performance of a wide range of multilingual
information access systems or system components. The
papers are organized in topical sections on Multilingual
Textual Document Retrieval (Ad Hoc), Domain-Specific
Information Retrieval (Domain-Specific), Multiple
Language Question Answering (QA@CLEF), crosslanguage retrieval in image collections (Image CLEF),
cross-language speech retrieval (CL-SR), multilingual
Web retrieval (WebCLEF), cross-language geographical
retrieval (GeoCLEF), and CLEF in other evaluations.
Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the British
Museum Library
The Evils of Disunity in Civic Or County Local
Administration
Bengali Language Handbook
Frontiers of Cord Blood Science
Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the
Library of the British Museum in the Years 1881-1900
Beginning with 1953, entries for Motion pictures and filmstrips,
Music and phonorecords form separate parts of the Library of
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Congress catalogue. Entries for Maps and atlases were issued
separately 1953-1955.
This book features a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed
research papers presented at the 8th International Conference on
Innovations in Computer Science & Engineering (ICICSE 2020),
held at Guru Nanak Institutions, Hyderabad, India, on 28–29
August 2020. It covers the latest research in data science and
analytics, cloud computing, machine learning, data mining, big data
and analytics, information security and privacy, wireless and sensor
networks and IoT applications, artificial intelligence, expert
systems, natural language processing, image processing, computer
vision and artificial neural networks.
Tagore and Yeats
Comprising All Departments of Literature, Many of Them Rare,
Valuable, and Curious, Offered for Sale
History of Bengali Literature in the Nineteenth Century, 1800-1825
Library of Congress Catalog
Circulation and the Construction of Knowledge in South Asia and
Europe, 1650-1900
The Cambridge bibliography of English literature. 2. 1660 - 1800
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